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Inkaterra: Guests’ Perspectives – Inkaterra

Hacienda Urubamba

et in the awe-inspiring mountainous countryside and boasting unparalleled
valley views spanning over one-hundred acres between Cusco and Machu

Picchu, Inkaterra Hacienda Urubamba offers the unique luxury allowing guests to
be immersed entirely in relaxation and tranquility. Guests are invited to unwind in
ample rooms or casita-style accommodation which embrace the history of the
Sacred Valley of the Incas through architecture and interior design. From bespoke
handcrafted woodwork to Inca masks which blend in amongst colonial furniture, the
lodge complements the plantation’s local charm by providing guests with an
authentic introduction to Peru. This is further exemplified through our unique Earth
to Table experience which demonstrates our mission to be pioneers of sustainable
tourism. Operating within a ten-acre span, guests at Inkaterra Hacienda
Urubamba are given the opportunity to pick their own products, in the traditional
manner, from a range of carbon-free crops such as quinoa, giant corn and
potatoes,  as wel l  as native aromatic and medicinal plants .  Through the
incorporation of customary practices, architecture and design, plus inimitable open
spaces and serenity, the hotel/ lodge provides an incomparable experience along
with a sense of purity, synonymous with Peru.

“We had an amazing time, loved everything!!! Thanks a lot for the good care!”
Yvonne & Mareo Holland

“My favourite lodge so far in Peru! Beautiful, welcoming, great food. Thanks so
much!”

“Thank you for an incredible stay. Your hotel is beautiful- we think the most
beautiful we have ever stayed in!” Carolyn, Rachel, Jennifer

“What a beautiful lodge in a most perfect setting! My husband and I enjoyed the
lovely amenities- and fine dinner and breakfast. Gracias!!! Xo” Susan & Victor

“Precioso hotel, vista hermosa, servicio inigualable.” / “ Beautiful hotel, beautiful
view, unparalleled service.” Citlalli & Rocio
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